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Hybrids

• Hybrids occur in many plants and some animals.

• Naturally occurring hybridization in plants is often 
accompanied with polyploidization events (whole 
genome duplication).

• Accommodation of divergent genomes in the same 
nucleus.



Hybrid vigor (heterosis)

Springer and  Stupar, 2007, Genome Res.

Chen, 2010, Trends Plant Sci.

• superior levels of biomass, stature, growth rate, and/or 
fertility in the hybrid offspring compared to their parents



Hybridization barrier between 
distantly related species
• Infertility and genetic instability

• Genome shock
- the release of chromatin constraints of gene 
expression including TE activation

• Transcriptome shock
- extensive changes of parental gene expression 
patterns



Outbreeding depression

• Reduced fertility

• Reduced fitness

• Breakdown of biochemical and physiological 
compatibilities between genes



Polyploids

• Polyploids possess more than two complete sets of 
chromosomes.

• Many sequenced plant genomes display the signature 
of polyploidy ancestry.

• Polyploidy provides long-term evolutionary flexibility.

• Autopolyploids
- chromosome doubling

• Allopolyploids
- hybridization between different species followed by 
chromosome doubling



“The Synthesis of Species” (1935)

U’s triangleWoo Jang-Choon
(1898~1959)



<Brassica> <Triticum> <Gossypium>

The International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (2014), Science

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triangle_of_U

Song et al (2017), Genome Biol.

Natural allopolyploid crops



Prezygotic barrier

“Genome shock” and “Transcriptome shock” are likely responsible for 

a post-zygotic barrier.

Hybridization barrier

Postzygotic barrier
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Major questions:

1. Intergeneric hybrid genome structure

2. Fates of homoeologous genes in the same nucleus

3. Possible epigenetic mechanisms for hybrid genome stabilization



Plant materials

• xBrassicoraphanus ‘BB1’

• Brassica rapa L. cv. Chiifu (2011, Nat. Genet.)

• Raphanus sativus L. cv. WK10039 (2016, Theor. 
Appl. Genet.)





Phenotypes of xBrassicoraphanus 
intermediate between B. rapa and R. sativus



xBrassicoraphanus R. sativusB. rapa

Neomorphic phenotype in petal color



Genome structure of xBrassicoraphanus



<Generated genome sequences>

Insert size
Total 

length(Gb)

Filtered

length (Gb)

200bp 39.1 26.3

400bp 42.4 31.8

3kbp 24.6 6.2

8kbp 22.7 3.5

10kbp 32.7 12.7

15kbp 33.6 2.9

Total 195.0 83.4

<Size estimation by flow cytometry>

Peak value
Genome size

(Mb) 

xB/Br 98.29/197.90 976.5

xB/Br 92.29/190.69 1,002.12nd

1st

Covering 69~71% of the genome

# Br : 485Mb, Rs : 510Mb

Genome assembly of xBrassicoraphanus

Kim S & Choi D



Genome structure of xBrassicoraphanus



Assignment of scaffolds

Both Br and Rs genomes exist in entirety without losses in allotetraploid xB.



xB underwent only minor genome structural changes after allopolyploidization.

Assignment of scaffolds



A total of 19 chromosome pairs present in xB without apparent chromosomal 

rearrangements such as translocations and deletions.

Conservation of parental chromosome 
complements in xBrassicoraphanus

Hadassah RB & Kim HH



xBrassicoraphanus harbors the 
chloroplast derived from B. rapa

a Large single copy regions 1 

b Small single copy regions 2 

c Inverted regions 3 

  
Structural annotation  Number of genes 

Size 

(bp) 

LSCa 

(bp) 

SSCb 

(bp) 
IRc (bp) 

Coding 

gene 
rRNA tRNA 

Total 

gene 

xBrassicoraphanus 153,482 83,281 17,775 26,213 79 4 30 113 

B. rapa 153,482 83,281 17,775 26,213 79 4 30 113 

R. sativus 153,368 83,171 17,765 26,215 79 4 30 113 

The chloroplast genome of xB has 99.9% similarity to Br, indicating its maternal inheritance.

Kim K & Yang TJ



Chromosome behavior in 
xBrassicoraphanus



Chromosomal instability in early generations of 
B. napus

Xiong et al (2011) PNAS

Early generations of resynthesized allopolyploids often suffer from aneuploidy and 

chromosomal rearrangements.



Incomplete synapsis in allohaploids B. napus
cv. Darmor-bzh and Yudal (AC)

Grandont et al. (2014) Plant Cell



Absence of homeologous pairing between Br and Rs chromosomes



Transcriptome of xBrassicoraphanus



Sequence divergence for interspecific and 
intergeneric relationships



Relationship between orthologous and 
homoeologous genes in xB and its progenitors

• Orthologs are genes in different 

species that originated by vertical 

descent from a single gene of the last 

common ancestor.

• Homoeologs are pairs of genes that 

originated by speciation and were 

brought back together in the same 

genome by allopolyploidization.



Equal contribution of parental genomes 
to xB transcriptome



Genome dominance of A subgenome

a b

AxB subgenome displays ‘expression level dominance’ over the RxB subgenome in

xB, in which expression of AxB subgenome is similar to its parental ABr genome.



Distinct expressions of many orthologous genes are adjusted to similar

levels in the context of homoeologous relationship in the hybrid genome.

Expression adjustment of homeologous genes

a b



Convergent expression of homoeologous genes 
adjusted to similar levels in the hybrids



Convergent expression of homoeologous genes 
due possibly to similar cis-elements

Convergent expression is related to sequence similarity in regulatory regions.



Epigenome of xBrassicoraphanus



• Gene body DNA methylation is relatively conserved.

• TE methylation levels of the AxB subgenome had became similar to those of the 

RRs subgenome, especially at the CHG contexts.

DNA methylation levels at genic and TE regions



Association among DNA methylation, H3K9me2, 
and siRNA in xB



Some LTR retrotransposons become hypermethylated in the hybrid genome 

with reduced expression.

Hyper methylation in TE regions

a b c



Intraspecific hybrids between 
closely related species



Turnip (Brassica rapa subsp. rapa)

Chinese cabbage
Brassica rapa subsp. pekinensis

Turnip
Brassica rapa subsp. rapa

Radish
Raphanus sativus

• Chinese cabbage and turnip are of the same species with 
different morphological traits.

• Turnip is morphologically similar to radish. 



Doubled haploid (DH) lines of Ganghwa turnip 
by microspore culture

Park H et al. (2019) Plant Biotech. Rep.



whole genome sequencing of turnip DH lines

KH K16 K36
Chromosome Number of SNPs

A01 179002

A02 199988

A03 223407

A04 137077

A05 170218

A06 200940

A07 185088

A08 136009

A09 246239

A10 127586

Park H et al. (2019) Plant Biotech. Rep.



Sequence similarity of coding genes between 
turnip and Chinese cabbage



Chinese cabbage
B. Rapa subsp. pekinensis

Turnip
B. Rapa subsp. rapa

F1



Genome and epigenome analysis of intraspecific 
hybrid between turnip and Chinese cabbage

• Genetic analysis in F2 population

• DEG analysis

• DNA methylome analysis

• Small RNAs

• Identification of enhancers (GRO-seq, Hi-C analysis)

• Comparative analysis between intergeneric and 
intraspecific hybrids



Summary

• xBrassicoraphanus has whole sets of B. rapa and R. 
sativus without noticeable genome reconstruction.

• Many homoeologs tend to be similarly expressed in 
xBrassicoraphanus, showing convergent expression, which 
is likely to ameliorate a transcriptome shock.

• Increase in DNA methylation via siRNA may inhibit TE 
activity to prevent a genomic shock.

• A certain degree of genome divergence has an advantage 
for hybrid genome stability by suppressing 
nonhomologous chromosome exchanges. 



Insights into hybridization, 
polyploidization and evolution of 

angiosperms



Darwinism and Abominable Mystery

Darwinism is a theory of biological 
evolution developed by the English 
naturalist Charles Darwin (1809–1882) 
and others, stating that all species of 
organisms arise and develop through 
the natural selection of small, inherited 
variations that increase the individual's 
ability to compete, survive, and 
reproduce. 



Darwinism and Abominable Mystery

Darwin was deeply bothered by what 
he perceived to be an abrupt origin and 
highly accelerated rate of 
diversification of flowering plants in 
the mid-Cretaceous. This led Darwin to 
create speculative arguments for a long, 
gradual, and undiscovered pre-
Cretaceous history of flowering plants 
on a lost island or continent. 
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